We investigate the relation between 4d ambitwistor string theory and on-shell diagrams for planar N = 4 super-Yang-Mills and N = 8 supergravity, and deduce several new results about their scattering amplitudes at tree-level and 1-loop. In particular, we derive new Grassmannian integral formulae for tree-level amplitudes and obtain new worldsheet formulae for 1-loop amplitudes which are manifestly supersymmetric and supported on scattering equations refined by MHV degree.
Introduction
Traditional Feynman diagram techniques often obscure the underlying simplicity of on-shell scattering amplitudes. In recent years several new approaches have been developed which compute amplitudes more efficiently and reveal new mathematical structure. In this paper, we will explore the relationship between two approaches known as 4d ambitwistor string theory and on-shell diagrams in N = 4 super-Yang-Mills (SYM) and N = 8 supergravity (SUGRA), which are believed to be the simplest quantum field theories in four dimensions. For example, the planar scattering amplitudes of N = 4 SYM enjoy Yangian symmetry, which is a hallmark of integrability [1] , and the loop amplitudes of N = 8 SUGRA exhibit unexpected UV cancellations which suggest that the theory may be pertubatively finite [2] . Ultimately, we hope that the approaches we explore in this paper will lead to a deeper understanding of the remarkable properties of scattering amplitudes in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA.
Ambitwistor string theories were first proposed in [3] . These models are critical in ten dimensions and their spectra only contain field theory degrees of freedom and their tree-level correlation functions produce scattering amplitudes in the form discovered by Cachazo, He, and Yuan (CHY) [4] , notably they are expressed as worldsheet integrals which localize onto solutions of the scattering equations [5, 6] . One-loop amplitudes in 10d ambitwistor string theories were first proposed in [7] and were recently recast in terms of off-shell scattering equations on the Riemann sphere [8, 9] . It is also possible to define intrinsically four-dimensional ambitwistor string theories which can describe tree-level gauge and gravity amplitudes with any amount of supersymmetry and give rise to formulae that are manifestly supersymmetric and supported on scattering equations refined by MHV degree [10] . These formulae are closely related to those arising from twistor string theory [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In particular, the 4d ambitwistor formulae can be obtained by integrating out moduli of the twistor string formulae [16] .
On-shell diagrams were first proposed in [17] . Unlike Feynman diagrams, on-shell diagrams do not contain virtual particles and are built out of 3-point vertices using BCFW recursion [18] [19] [20] . They were first developed in the context of planar N = 4 SYM where they revealed an underlying Grassmannian structure [21] which suggests a geometric interpretation of scattering amplitudes as the volume of an object known as the Amplituhedron [22] . More recently, on-shell diagrams were developed for tree-level amplitudes in N = 8 SUGRA, revealing new connections to planar N = 4 SYM [23, 24] . For example, it is possible to compute N = 8 SUGRA amplitudes by decorating planar on-shell diagrams and summing over permutations of the external legs, giving rise to new Grassmannian integral formulae. Although it is possible to extend BCFW recursion to loop level in planar N = 4 SYM, it is not known how to generalize this beyond the planar limit or to other theories like N = 8 SUGRA. On the other hand, recent progress in this direction has been made using Q-cuts [25] , which are intrinsically d > 4 dimensional and give rise to formulae closely related to those of 10d ambitwistor string theory.
In this paper, we will investigate how to map worldsheet formulae of 4d ambitwistor string theory into Grassmannian integral formulae arising from on-shell diagrams, obtaining several new results at tree-level and 1-loop. In section 2 we review 4d ambitwistor string theory and on-shell diagrams for N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA in greater detail. In section 3, we derive Grassmannian integral formulae for tree-level MHV amplitudes using on-shell diagrams and ambitwistor string theory, generalizing the N = 8 SUGRA results obtained in [23] to any number of legs. In section 4, we consider non-MHV amplitudes. In this case, one must specify a contour in the Grassmannian which will depend on the method one uses to compute the amplitudes. For the 6-point NMHV amplitude of N = 4 SYM, we show that the three contributing on-shell diagrams correspond to residues of single top form in the Grassmannian and can subsequently be encoded in a Grassmannian contour integral which can be mapped into a 4d ambitwistor string formula using a residue theorem (in agreement with previous results [16, [26] [27] [28] ). On the other hand, for N = 8 SUGRA we find that the three decorated planar on-shell diagrams from which the full amplitude can be derived do not correspond to residues of a single top form, so it is unclear how to relate the Grassmanninan contour integral obtained using on-shell diagrams to 4d ambitwistor string theory using residue theorems, although we suggest various other strategies for doing so.
In section 5 we use on-shell diagrams to obtain a new worldsheet formulae for the 1-loop four point amplitude of N = 4 SYM. Although the procedure can be extended tomore complicated amplitudes in N = 4 SYM using loop-level BCFW recursion, it is not yet clear how to do this for N = 8 SUGRA. Nevertheless, it is possible to describe the 1-loop 4-point amplitude of N = 8 SUGRA using a decorated on-shell diagram [23] , from which we deduce a worldsheet formula as well. These formulae are manifestly supersymmetric and supported on 1-loop scattering equations refined by MHV degree.
We also include several appendices. In Appendix A we describe an algorithm for computing on-shell diagrams in N = 8 SUGRA. In Appendix B we explain how to incorporate the bonus relations for N = 8 SUGRA into on-shell diagrams and use this to solve the recursion relations in the planar MHV sector obtaining a simplified version of the BGK formula for tree-level MHV graviton scattering [29] . In Appendix C we derive useful identities relating spinor brackets to minors appearing in Grassmannian integral formulae. In Appendix D, we show how to map our worldsheet formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude of N = 4 SYM to the well-known expression in terms of a scalar box integral [30] . Finally, in Appendix E we consider a generalization of the 1-loop scattering equations refined by MHV degree to any number of legs and analyze various properties of their solutions.
Review 2.1 4d Ambitwistor Strings
In this section, we will review the construction of 4d ambitwistor string theories for N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA [10, 31] . For N = 4 SYM, the worldsheet fields are
where λ andλ are commuting 2-component spinors and χ,χ are fermions transforming in the fundamental representation of the R-symmetry group SU (4). We use the following notation to denote spinor inner products: rs = r α s β αβ and [rs] = rαsβ αβ , where is the Levi-Civita symbol. The Lagrangian for the worldsheet theory is
where u is a GL(1) gauge field. Note that this is the same action as in twistor string theory [12, 13] . The new feature of 4d ambitwistor strings are that the worldsheet fields have conformal weight 1 2 , 0 , and vertex operators are defined for both positive and negative helicity particles.
In four dimensions, a null momentum can be written in bispinor form as
where i is a particle label. Moreover one may also define the supermomentum as
where a is an R-symmetry index. The integrated vertex operators for N = 4 SYM with supermomentum parametrized by λ i ,λ i ,η i are then given by
where J is a Kac-Moody current andṼ is obtained by complex conjugating V and Fourier transforming back toη space. Note that the worldsheet coordinates can be thought of as homogenous coordinates on CP 1 with components σ
, in terms of which we define the inner product (ij) = σ α i σ β j αβ . The BRST cohomology also contains vertex operators corresponding to conformal supergravity states, but they can be neglected at tree-level. Schematically, a tree-level N k−2 MHV amplitude in N = 4 SYM can then be computed from a genus zero correlator with kṼ vertex operators and (n − k) V vertex operators to obtain
where l ∈ {1, ..., k} and r ∈ {k + 1, ..., n}. Note that δ 2|4 contain fermionic delta functions and can therefore be written more precisely as
but we will use the notation in (2) for brevity. The arguments of the delta functions are known as the 4d tree-level scattering equations refined by MHV degree. Note that the cyclic structure in 1/(i i + 1) arises from contractions of the current algebra and encodes the formula for the gluon MHV amplitudes discovered by Parke and Taylor [32] . The GL(2) symmetry can be used to fix four worldsheet coordinates following the usual Fadeev-Popov procedure. For example, it is conventional to fix σ α i = (1, 0) and σ α j = (0, 1) for some i, j. For N = 8 SUGRA, the worldsheet theory has Z, W fields with eight fermionic components, as well as the following additional fields:
which have the opposite statistics of (Z, W ). The Lagrangian is [15] 
where there are four bosonic and four fermionic currents given by
The integrated vertex operators are
where we define
The BRST cohomology also contains unintegrated vertex operators constructed from ghosts associated with the fermionic currents in (4), but we will not discuss them for simplicity. In the end, a tree-level N k−2 MHV amplitude in N = 8 SUGRA can be computed from a genus zero correlator to obtain
where det indicates to remove one row and column and evaluate the determinant of the following matrices, which we refer to as Hodges matrices:
with l, l ∈ {1, ..., k}, andH
, r = r with r, r ∈ {k + 1, ..., n}. The determinants in this formula arise from contractions of the ρ,ρ fields and encode the formula for graviton MHV amplitudes discovered by Hodges [33] .
For later sections, it will be useful to describe how little group transformations are realized in the above worldsheet formulae. For an n-point N k−2 MHV amplitude, a general little group transformation can be written as follows:
where i ∈ {1, ..., n} and α i ∈ GL(1). It is then easy to show that the formulae in (2) and (5) transform covariantly if the worldsheet coordinates transform as follows:
where l ∈ {1, ..., k} and r ∈ {k + 1, ..., n}. In particular, under this transformation the superamplitudes are rescaled by an overall factor of
where s = 1, 2 for N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA, respectively. Note that if we set λ l ,λ l ,η l = −λ r ,λ r ,η r for some l and r, then the discussion above implies that the inner product (lr) will be invariant under little group transformations since σ l and σ r transform with opposite weight.
On-Shell Diagrams
On-shell diagrams are graphs constructed from 3-point black and white vertices which correspond to 3-point MHV and MHV superamplitudes respectively, as shown in the upper part of Figure 1 . Unlike ordinary Feynman diagrams, the internal lines of on-shell diagrams do not contain virtual particles and correspond to integrating over on-shell degrees of freedom, as depicted in the lower part of Figure 1 .
The planar scattering amplitudes in N = 4 SYM can be constructed from on-shell diagrams using the recursion relation in Figure 2 [17] . If one neglects the second term on the right-hand side, this encodes BCFW recursion for tree-level amplitudes. In particular, the structure attaching legs 1 and n to the lower-point on-shell diagrams implements the standard BCFW shift and is known as a BCFW bridge. In planar N = 4 SYM, it is possible to extend the recursion relation to loop-level, which is taken into account by the second term on the right-hand side in Figure 2 , which involves connecting two adjacent legs of a lower-loop diagram (referred to as a forward limit) and attaching a BCFW bridge. The on-shell diagrams of N = 4 SYM also enjoy various equivalence relations such as the square move and mergers depicted in Figures 3 and 4 , which can often be used to simplify calculations.
In N = 8 SUGRA, it is possible to define a tree-level recursion relation in terms of on-shell diagrams, as depicted in Figure 5 [23] . In this case, the BCFW bridge is decorated by a kinematic factor as shown in Figure 6 , and one sums over all partitions of the external legs in the two subamplitudes holding legs (1, n) fixed. In general, this will yield non-planar on-shell diagrams, but it is possible to restrict the recursion to a planar sector by attaching the fixed legs of each subdiagram to the bridge or the other subdiagram at each step in the recursion. The full amplitude can then be obtained by summing over permutations of the unshifted external legs, implying nontrivial identities for non-planar on-shell diagrams. Furthermore, the on-shell diagrams of N = 8 SUGRA enjoy equivalence relations similar to those of N = 4 SYM, in particular the square move in Figure 3 and decorated mergers in Figure 7 .
A remarkable feature of on-shell diagrams is that they naturally give rise to formulae for N k−2 MHV amplitudes in the form of integrals over k-planes in n dimensions, also known as the Grassmannian Gr(k, n). These integrals can be represented as integral over a k × n matrix C modulo a left action of GL(k) and are supported on delta functions of the form
where C ⊥ is an n × (n − k) matrix satisfying C ⊥ · C = 0 and where the left and right hand sides denote the minors of C ⊥ and C, respectively. The dot products appearing in the delta functions are with respect to particle number, so for example C ·λ is written more precisely as n j=1 C Ijλ α j , where I ∈ {1, ..., k}. It is often convenient to use the GL(k) symmetry to fix C in such a way that k columns form a k × k unit matrix and one integrates over the remaining k × (n − k) elements. This form is referred to as the link representation and is closely related to the expressions arising from 4d ambitwistor string theory. Indeed, in the link representation the delta functions in (6) take the same form as the 4d scattering equations refined by MHV degree.
There is a simple algorithm for deriving Grassmannian integral formulae directly from on-shell diagrams, which we shall now describe schematically (more details can be found in Appendix A). First one assigns variables α and arrows to the edges of the diagram such that there are two arrows entering and one arrow leaving every black node, and two arrows leaving and one arrow entering every white node. Then one sets an edge variable associated with each vertex to unity, leaving 2n − 4 edge variables. To construct the Grassmannian integral in N = 4 SYM, one then takes the product of dα/α for each edge variable and multiplies this by the delta functions in (6) , where the C and C ⊥ matrices are computed by summing over paths through the on-shell diagram and taking the product of the edge variables encountered along each path, as described in more detail in Appendix A. The resulting formula can then be thought of as a gauge fixed Grassmannian integral formula (where the gauge symmetry corresponds to GL(k)). Lifting this to a covariant formula will often give the following expression or one of its residues:
Note a similar factor also appears in Grassmannian integral formulae for N = 8 SUGRA amplitudes, so we keep the supersymmetry parameter N unfixed. For N = 8 SUGRA, the algorithm for deriving Grassmannian integral formulae from on-shell diagrams is similar to that of N = 4 SYM, except that one includes a factor of dα/α 2 for each edge variable leaving a white vertex or entering a black vertex and dα/α 3 for each edge variable entering a white vertex or leaving a black vertex. Furthermore, one must include decorations for the BCFW bridges as depicted in Figure 6 and spinor brackets for the vertices. In particular, for each black vertex include a factor of ij where i and j are the two edges with ingoing arrows, and for each white vertex include a factor of [ij] where i and j are the two edges with outgoing arrows. The spinors in these brackets can be written in terms of the external spinors and edge variables by summing over paths in the on-shell diagram in a similar way to how one computes the C-matrix. In the final step, one includes the delta functions in (6) and lifts the integrand to a covariant expression. More details and various shortcuts for computing on-shell diagrams in N = 8 SUGRA are described in Appendix A. In Appendix B we also explain how to incorporate the bonus relations into the on-shell diagram recursion for MHV amplitudes.
Tree-level MHV
In this section we will derive Grassmannian integral formulae for tree-level MHV amplitudes in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA using on-shell diagrams and 4d ambitwistor string theory. Note that the 4d ambitwistor string formulae can already be thought of as integrals over the Grassmannian Gr(2, n) if we arrange the worldsheet coordinates σ α i into a 2 × n matrix. For N k−2 MHV amplitudes, we must map this Gr(2, n) into Gr(k, n) via link variables in order to compare with the expressions we obtain from on-shell diagrams, so we will first describe this mapping for MHV amplitudes. We will generalize to non-MHV and 1-loop amplitudes in subsequent sections.
N = 4
We will first derive the Grassmannian integral formula for MHV amplitudes in N = 4 SYM by mapping the 4d ambitwistor string formula in (2) into link variables. This can be accomplished by inserting 1 in the form
to obtain
where l ∈ {1, 2} and r ∈ {3, ..., n}. If we use the GL(2) symmetry to to fix σ 1 = (1, 0) and σ 2 = (0, 1), then (12) = 1, (1r) = σ 
Furthermore, on the support of these delta functions we find that
for 3 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Hence, if we integrate the worldsheet coordinates against the delta functions in (9) we are left with the following integral over link variables: and (ij) now refers to a minor of C involving columns i and j rather than an inner product of worldsheet coordinates. If we think of C as an element of Gr(2, n), the formula above corresponds to a particular choice of coordinates on this space. The formula for MHV amplitudes can then be written covariantly as follows
where the GL(2) allows one to fix four elements of the C-matrix, as we did in (10).
It not difficult to derive this expression directly from on-shell diagrams. Indeed for MHV amplitudes, there is only one on-shell diagram to consider, depicted in Figure 8 . At n points, it is given by
where I is the integrand of the (n − 1)-point sub-amplitude, without the delta functions. The C matrix can be computed in terms of edge variables following the algorithm in section A, and is given by
where the rows correspond to legs (1, n − 1) and the ellipsis encodes the edge variables of the subdiagram. Noting that (1 n−1) = 1, (1n) = β, and (n n−1) = γ, we see that the integral over edge variables can be covariantized as follows:
Using the GL(2) symmetry to set
we then obtain the following recursion relation for MHV amplitudes
which is easily solved to give
It is easy to see that (11) is the unique Grassmannian uplift of the above formula, which can be seen by using the GL(2) symmetry to choose C as in (12).
N = 8
In this section, we will derive a new Grassmannian integral formula for the MHV amplitudes of N = 8 SUGRA, generalizing the results obtained using on on-shell diagrams in [23] to any number of legs. As we did in the previous subsection, start by inserting (8) into the 4d ambitwistor formula in (5)
(13) where l ∈ {1, 2} and r ∈ {3, ..., n}. Using the GL(2) symmetry to fix σ 1 = (1, 0) and σ 2 = (0, 1), we can once again write the delta functions in the link variables as in (9) and on the support of these delta functions we obtain
for i, j ∈ {3, ..., n}. Furthermore, if we choose to remove rows/columns 1 from H and n fromH, we see that det H reduces to 12 and after rescaling the i'th row and j'th column ofH by c 1i c 2i and c 1j c 2j respectively, this brings out a factor of
where r, r ∈ {3, ..., n − 1} and (ij) now refers to the minor of columns i and j of the 2 × n C-matrix in (10) . Integrating out the worldsheet coordinates in (13) against the delta functions in (9) then leaves the following integral over link variables:
Figure 9: On-shell diagram contributing to tree-level n-point MHV tree amplitude in N = 8 SUGRA
Note that on the support of the delta functions, we can replace 12 (12) with any
. For a derivation of these identities relating spinor brackets to minors and a generalization to higher MHV degree, see Appendix C. Covariantizing the above formula, we finally obtain
where a, b, c are any three distinct particles and
This formula can also be obtained directly from on-shell diagrams as follows. In Appendix B, we explain how to incorporate the bonus relations of N = 8 SUGRA into on-shell diagram recursion for MHV amplitudes by modifying the bridge decoration. In particular, for the diagram in Figure 9 , the modified bridge decoration is given by
Using this bridge decoration, the full amplitude is obtained by summing the diagram over i ∈ {3, ..., n − 1}. In terms of the edge variables, we then obtain
where I is the integrand of the (n−1)-point amplitude, without the delta functions. Noting that
the equation above reduces to
For the diagram in Figure 9 , the C-matrix is given by
where the rows correspond to legs (1, i) and the indicated columns correspond to legs (1, i, n). For this C-matrix, we see that (ni) = β, (1n) = γ, and (1i) = 1, so the amplitude can be written covariantly as
If we use the GL(2) symmetry to choose C according to (12) , we obtain the following recursion relation for MHV amplitudes:
This is precisely the recursion relation obtained by Hodges in [34] . Moreover, he obtained the following solution in [33] :
Once again, we find that equation (14) is the unique Grassmannian uplift, which can be seen by using the GL(2) symmetry to choose C as in (12) and choosing {a, b, c} = {1, 2, n}.
In Appendix B, we use the bonus relations to solve the planar on-shell diagram recursion relations for MHV amplitudes and obtain the BGK formula [29] in a slightly simplified form. Our calculation shows that the BGK formula arises naturally from a planar object. The full MHV amplitude can then be obtained by summing this expression over permutations of (n − 3) legs, which we verify numerically. Although the physical interpretation of this planar object is not clear, it would be interesting to see if it has a geometric interpretation as the volume of some object.
Tree-level NMHV
In this section we will generalize our calculations to non-MHV amplitudes and find an additional subtlety. Whereas Grassmannian integrals for MHV amplitudes are completely localized by the bosonic delta functions in C · λ and C ⊥ ·λ, for non-MHV amplitudes there will be more integrals than delta functions so one must specify a contour in order to make the integrals well-defined. In particular, for an N k−2 MHV amplitude there will be k(n−k) integrations and 2n−4 bosonic delta functions (after subtracting four that impose momentum conservation), so the dimension of the contour will be (k − 2)(n − k − 2).
The precise form of the Grassmannian contour integral will depend on the method one uses to compute the amplitudes. For N = 4 SYM, the contour integral implied by BCFW will reduce to summing over residues of a single top form in the Grassmannian, each of which corresponds to an on-shell diagram, and can be related to the contour integral arising from ambitwistor string theory using global residue theorems. On the other hand, for N = 8 SUGRA we will show that the decorated planar on-shell diagrams (from which the full amplitude can be deduced by summing over permutations of external legs) do not correspond to residues of a single top form so the Grassmannian contour integral has a slightly more complicated form. It is also possible to derive such a formula using ambitwistor string theory although it is unclear how to map it into the contour integral arising from on-shell diagrams using global residue theorems.
To make the discussion as simple as possible we will focus on the example of the 6-point NMHV amplitude (which is the simplest example of a non-MHV amplitude since the contour in the Grassmannian is one-dimensional) and first review how to obtain its Grassmannian integral formula in N = 4 SYM, which was previously derived using various approaches in [16, [26] [27] [28] 35] . We will then generalize the analysis to N = 8 SUGRA.
N = 4
In this section we will derive the 6-point NMHV amplitude in N = 4 SYM in the form of a contour integral over the Grassmannian Gr(3, 6) using on-shell diagrams and then derive an alternative formula using ambitwistor string theory. We will then demonstrate how the two contour integrals can be mapped into each other using global residue theorems. Using the recursion relation defined in Figure 2 , one finds that there are three on-shell diagrams contributing to the 6-point NMHV amplitude, which are shown in Figure 10 . The first one corresponds to combining a three point MHV diagram with a five point MHV diagram which will be referred to as the 3+5 channel diagram. Secondly we can paste together two four point diagrams, this channel will be called the 4+4 channel. Finally we can paste together a five point MHV with a three point MHV diagram, and this will be referred to as the 5+3 channel. On-shell diagrams in N = 4 SYM can be evaluated in terms of edge variables using the algorithm defined in section 2.2. In particular, assigning arrows and variables to the edges of the 5+3 diagram as shown in figure 11 , one obtains the following formula for the C-matrix by summing over paths between external legs:
where the rows correspond to legs 3, 4, 6 which have incoming arrows. This matrix has the minor (456) = 0, which will ultimately imply a contour in the Grassmannian when writing down a covariant formula for the 5+3 diagram. In order to derive such a formula, first consider the following deformation of the C-matrix:
The deformed matrix now has (456) = α and depends on nine parameters so it can be used to define an integral over Gr (3, 6) . Moreover, using the algorithm in 2.2 one finds that the 5+3 diagram is given in terms of edge variables by
Noting that
one finds that (17) can be uplifted to following covariant formula, with d 3×6 Ω 4 defined in (7):
In summary, we find that the 5+3 diagram arises from a residue of the canonical volume form of Gr (3, 6) . From this, we can immediately calculate the 3+5 diagram by complex conjugating and permuting the external legs. Under this mapping, we send [ij] ↔ ij , and (ijk) → ijkabc (abc) and apply the permutation P = ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 4 3 2 1 6 5 ) to obtain
Finally consider the 4+4 channel diagram, which is oriented and labelled as in figure 12 . In this case, the (612) minor of the C-matrix vanishes, so we consider the following deformed
Figure 12: The 4+4 channel BCFW diagram contributing to the 6 point NMHV amplitude in N = 4 SYM. Edge variables are denoted as α i . The labels β and γ are not edge variables.
which has been constructed to have the minor (612) = α. In terms of edge variables, the diagram can be written
we find that the 4 + 4 diagram uplifts to the following covariant expression:
Note that the 4+4 must be self-conjugate under complex conjugation, and we have exactly that (612) remains invariant under this transformation, paired with the permutation P defined in the 5+3 calculation. + Res
This can be written as a contour integral if one defines the contour to encircle the three poles in (234), (456), and (612). The existence of such a formula relies on the fact that the three on-shell diagrams in Figure 10 can be embedded into a single diagram depicted in Figure 13 , which we refer to as a Postnikov diagram [36] . In particular, the 3+5, 5+3 and 4+4 diagrams in Figure 10 correspond to residues with respect the edge variables α, β and γ respectively, using the square moves and mergers. More generally, the Postnikov diagram for an n-point N k−2 MHV amplitude in N = 4 SYM can be constructed as in Figure 14 [37] . In contrast, we will find that the decorated planar on-shell diagrams from which the non-MHV amplitudes of N = 8 supergravity can be derived cannot be embedded in a single decorated Postnikov diagram.
We will now derive a Grassmannian contour integral formula for the 6-point NMHV amplitude of N = 4 SYM using the 4d ambitwistor string formula
where l ∈ {1, 3, 5} and r ∈ {2, 4, 6}. First insert 1 in the form of an integral over link variables
Next use the GL(2) symmetry to fix σ 1 = (1, 0) and σ 3 = (0, 1). After doing so, the eight remaining worldsheet coordinates are fixed by eight of the delta functions in the link variables. In particular, we can write .
Note that there is one remaining delta function in the link variables which will not be integrated out and provides a constraint on the c lr 
Putting everything together then gives
Covariantizing (24) gives a contour integral in the Grassmannian, where one takes δ(S) → 1/S and defines the contour to encircle this pole:
We can now apply a global residue theorem to wrap the contour around the other poles of the integrand to obtain
(27) Using Plücker identities, we can write S in equation (25) Noting that the second term in S can be discarded on support of each of the residues in (27), we see that (27) is equivalent to (22) , which was deduced from on-shell diagrams.
In summary, we have obtained two Grassmannian contour integral formulae for the 6-point NMHV amplitude in N = 4 SYM using on-shell diagrams and 4d ambitwistor string theory, given by equations (22) and (26) respectively. Remarkably, these two contour integrals are related by a global residue theorem.
N = 8
Now that we have understood the details of the 6-point NMHV amplitude of N = 4 SYM, we extend the calculation to N = 8 SUGRA. Since the on-shell diagram recursion can be restricted to a planar sector, the calculation can be reduced to computing three planar diagrams which are essentially decorated versions of the ones appearing in N = 4 SYM, as shown in Figure 15 . The full 6-point NMHV amplitude can then be obtained by summing over permutations of legs 1 to 4. We will use the same orientation and labelling as the N = 4 SYM diagrams, so the C matrices will remain the same.
Let us first compute the 3 + 5 diagram in Figure 15 . Using the orientation and labelling from figure 11 and following the algorithm in Appendix A, we obtain where d 3×6 Ω 8 is defined in (7). We can then relate the internal spinors to external spinors by summing over paths connecting them using them as described in the algorithm, finding
Substituting these relations into (28) and simplifying gives
which can be uplifted to the following covariant expression:
where the minors are computed using (16) . The 5+3 channel in Figure 15 can be calculated directly as the complex conjugate of the 3+5 channel. Under the mapping, we send [ij] ↔ ij , and (ijk) → ijkabc (abc). To keep the cyclic definition of the legs consistent , we then apply the permutation P = ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 4 3 2 1 6 5 ), and we find the non-trivial result that the 3+5 and 5+3 channels both have the same integrand, only with different residues: 
Finally, we compute the 4+4 channel diagram in Figure 15 using the orientation and labelling in figure 12 . Using the algorithm in Appendix A, we obtain the following expression for the amplitude:
Writing the internal spinor brackets in terms of external ones then gives
[4α 5 ] = α 5 [43] .
Plugging this into 32 and covariantizing then gives 
where the minors are computed using (19) . This expression for the integrand can then be simplified further, using the relations between spinor brackets and minors derived in On the support of residue at (612) = 0, the [41] terms can be dropped, and we obtain the following simplified expression for the 4+4 channel:
Adding up the three contributions in (30) (31), (34), we find that the sum of decorated planar on-shell diagrams in Figure 15 correspond to the following Grassmannian integral formula: 
The Grassmannian integral formula for the full 6-point NMHV amplitude in N = 8 SUGRA is then given by summing (35) 
and note that the second line does not vanish on the support of the residue (612) = 0. Indeed, in a certain gauge the solution to the delta functions and residue constraints is
Evaluating the second term on this solution shows that it is not zero for generic momenta. Hence, unlike in N = 4 SYM, the decorated planar on-shell diagrams from which the 6-point NMHV amplitude of N = 8 SUGRA can be deduced do not correspond to residues of a single top-form. This can also be understood diagramtically as follows. Whereas the three planar on-shell diagrams contributing to the 6-point NMHV amplitude in N = 4 SYM can be embedded in a single Postnikov diagram in Figure 13 , it is not possible to decorate this diagram in such a way that it encodes the three decorated on-shell diagrams in Figure 15 . This is because the merger equivalence relation for N = 8 SUGRA is less flexible than the one in N = 4 SYM since it requires opposite edges to be decorated, as depicted in Figure 7 . It would be interesting to see if a unique top-form can be deduced by solving the on-shell diagram recursion relations in a non-planar sector or incorporating the bonus relations. Note that one can obtain such a formula by covariantizing the formulae derived in [38, 39] , however it is unclear how to relate this to a contour integral arising from on-shell diagrams.
One-Loop
In this section, we derive worldsheet formulae for 1-loop four-point amplitudes N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA using on-shell diagrams. These worldsheet formulae are manifestly supersymmetric and supported on 1-loop scattering equations refined by MHV degree. The 1-loop formula in N = 4 SYM can be generalized to more complicated amplitudes using loop-level BCFW recursion.
N = 4
Using the on-shell diagram recursion in Figure 2 , one finds that the 1-loop 4-point amplitude can be obtained by applying a forward limit and BCFW bridge to the tree-level Figure 16 : On-shell diagram for 1-loop four-point amplitude in N =4 SYM 6-point NMHV amplitude, which is described by the three on-shell diagrams in Figure  10 . After doing so, only the 4 + 4 channel diagram survives and using square moves and mergers the 1-loop 4-point amplitude can be described by the on-shell diagram in Figure  16 (for more details, see [17] ). Note that this on-shell diagram can be obtained from Figure  17 by taking the forward limit on legs 0 and 5, attaching a BCFW bridge to legs 1 and 4. Our strategy will therefore be to derive a Grassmannian integral formula for Figure 17 , convert it to a worldsheet formula, and apply a forward limit and BCFW bridge to obtain a worldsheet formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude. We will subsequently define the loop momentum to be the sum of the momenta in these two edges:
Note that Figure 17 can be obtained from Figure 12 by relabelling the external legs according to P = ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 0 5 4 3 2 ). Applying this relabeling to (21) then gives the following Grassmannian integral formula for Figure 17 :
To convert this into a worldsheet formula, we write it in terms of link variables which can then be mapped into propagators on the 2-sphere. This can be accomplished by choosing coordinates on the Grassmannian such that where the rows correspond to legs 1, 2, 5. Note that the residue in (39) sets c 50 = 0. Hence there are eight link variables which are fixed by eight bosonic delta functions in (39) (recall that the other four delta functions simply enforce momentum conservation). We may therefore write (39) as
where d 8 C is an integral over the eight link variables in (40) . The next step is to convert this to a worldsheet integral. Let's introduce six punctures on the 2-sphere with homogeneous coordinates σ α i , i ∈ {0, ..., 5}, and set σ 1 = (0, 1) and σ 2 = (1, 0). The coordinates of the remaining four punctures then provide eight integration variables which precisely matches the number of link variables. To map the link variables into worldsheet coordinates, simply insert a factor of "1" into (39) in the form 
it is now straightforward to integrate out the link variables against these delta functions, leaving an integral over worldsheet coordinates. Covariantizing the resulting worldsheet integral, we obtain
To obtain a worldsheet formula for the 1-loop amplitude, we set λ 5 ,λ 5 ,η 5 = −λ 0 ,λ 0 ,η 0 and BCFW shift legs 1 and 4, integrating over λ 0λ0 and the BCFW shift. Exchanging the definition of σ 0 and σ 5 , we finally obtain
where the arguments of the delta functions are 1-loop scattering equations refined by MHV degree;S
with l ∈ {1, 2} and r ∈ {3, 4},λ 4 = λ 4 − αλ 1 , and λ 1 ,η 1 = λ 1 + αλ 4 ,η 1 + αη 4 (the hats act trivially on the other spinors). From (38) the measure for the integral over loop momentum is
The ratio of brackets multiplying the Parke-Taylor factor corresponds to summing over the exchange of σ 0 and σ 5 :
Let us point out some important features of the worldsheet formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude in (44) . First note that it contains an integral over the locations of six punctures on a genus-0 worldsheet. Whereas the punctures 1, .., 4 are associated with the four external particles being scattered, punctures 0 and 5 are associated with the two internal particles participating in the forward limit. The worldsheet can therefore be visualized as Figure 18 , which corresponds to a non-separating degeneration of a genus-1 worldsheet (similar to the 1-loop amplitudes of 10d ambitwistor string theory [9] ). The integral over loop momentum is implemented by decomposing it according to (38) and integrating over the forward limit momentum λ 0λ0 and BCFW shift parameter α which appear in the 1-loop scattering equations in (45) . Note that (44) is manifestly supersymmetric and does not contain Pfaffians, so is simpler than previous worldsheet formulae for 1-loop amplitudes. On the other hand, it must be regulated when integrating over loop momentum since it is intrinsically four-dimensional. In Appendix D, we show that (44) is equivalent to the standard formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude in term of a scalar box integral. Although we have focused on 1-loop 4-point amplitude to make the discussion as simple and concrete as possible, there is no obstruction to generalizing this formula to more complicated amplitudes using BCFW recursion, which we leave for future work. In Appendix E, we consider a generalization of the 1-loop scattering equations refined by MHV degree to any number of legs, and analyze various properties of their solutions.
N = 8
In this section, we will deduce a worldsheet formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude of N = 8 SUGRA. Unlike in planar N = 4 SYM, a loop-level BCFW recursion relation is not known for N = 8 SUGRA. On the other hand, [23] showed that this amplitude corresponds to the on-shell diagram in Figure 19 after summing over permutations of the external legs. Equivalently, one can obtain the diagram in Figure 19 from the diagram in Figure 20 by taking the forward limit of legs 0 and 5 and attaching a decorated BCFW bridge to legs 1 and 4. As we did in the previous section, we will define the loop momentum to be the sum
Figure 19: On-shell diagram for 1-loop four-point amplitude in N =8 SUGRA of the momenta in these two edges given by (38) . Moreover we will derive a Grassmannian integral formula for Figure 20 , convert it to a worldsheet formula, apply a forward limit and decorated BCFW bridge, and sum over permutations of the external legs to obtain a worldsheet formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude.
Note that the diagram in Figure 20 is the same as the 4 + 4 diagram in Figure 15 up to the location of bridge decorations. Hence, we can compute it simply by multiplying the integrand in (32) by the following ratio of bridge decorations and spinor brackets associated with the vertices: new decorations old decorations new brackets old brackets = α −2
We then apply the relabeling P = ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 0 5 4 3 2 ) to match the labelling between Figures 20  and 15 , which ultimately gives the following Grassmannian integral formula for the diagram in Figure 20 :
To map this into a worldsheet formula, we will first write it in terms of link variables as we did in the previous section. Choosing coordinates on the Grassmannian according to (40) , we find that (47) can be written as as where d 8 C is the measure over the eight non-zero link variables in (40) . The next step is to convert this to a worldsheet integral. Let us introduce six punctures on the 2-sphere with homogeneous coordinates σ α i , i = 0, ..., 5, and set σ 1 = (0, 1) and σ 2 = (1, 0). The coordinates of the remaining four punctures then provide eight integration variables which precisely matches the number of link variables. To map the link variables into worldsheet coordinates, simply insert a factor of "1" into (48) in the form given by (41) . Using equations (42) and (43) it is then straightforward to integrate out the link variables against these delta functions, leaving an integral over worldsheet coordinates. Covariantizing the resulting worldsheet integral, we obtain
To obtain a worldsheet formula for the 1-loop amplitude, we set λ 5 ,λ 5 ,η 5 = −λ 0 ,λ 0 ,η 0 and BCFW shift legs 1 and 4 (integrating over the forward limit momentum and BCFW shift), and sum over permutations. After exchanging σ 0 with σ 5 and simplifying the integrand on the support of the scattering equations we obtain
where the arguments of the delta functions are the 1-loop scattering equations in (45) with l ∈ {1, 2}, r ∈ {3, 4},λ 4 = λ 4 − αλ 1 , and λ 1 ,η 1 = λ 1 + αλ n ,η 1 + αη n (the hats act trivially on the other spinors). Note that the integrand can be written as a Parke-Taylor factor summed over the exchange of σ 0 and σ 5 , as described in (46) . Furthermore, on the support of the scattering equations, we may write .
Hence, we finally obtain the following worldsheet formula for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude of N = 8 SUGRA:
The determinants can be thought of as arising from the forward limit of a tree-level 6-point NMHV amplitude, but the remaining terms in the integrand are difficult to interpret at present. Following the discussion in the end of section 2.1, we see that (49) has the expected scaling properties under the little group transformations. In particular, the term 1 − (05) 2 is invariant because σ 0 and σ 5 scale with opposite weight.
Conclusion
In this paper we explore the relation between two approaches for computing scattering amplitudes known as 4d ambitwistor string theory and on-shell diagrams, focusing on the examples of N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA, which are believed to be the simplest quantum field theories in four dimensions. In the process, we obtain a number of new results at tree-level and 1-loop. For example, we obtain new Grassmannian integral formulae for tree-level amplitudes in N = 8 SUGRA by mapping ambitwistor string formulae into link variables as well as by solving the on-shell diagram recursion relations. For non-MHV amplitudes, we find that the decorated planar on-shell diagrams of N = 8 SUGRA do not arise from the residues of a single top form in the Grassmannian, in contrast to the planar on-shell diagrams of N = 4 SYM. We also derive new worldsheet formulae for 1-loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA which are manifestly supersymmetric and supported on scattering equations refined by MHV degree. Based on these findings, there are a number of interesting directions for future research:
• In Appendix B, we use the bonus relations to solve the on-shell diagram recursion relations in the planar sector for MHV amplitudes in N = 8 and obtain a compact expression for any number of legs. It would be interesting to see if this expression has a geometric interpretation, analogous to the Amplituhedron for planar N = 4 SYM. Beyond MHV, we find that the decorated planar on-shell diagrams from which the full amplitudes can be deduced do not correspond to residues of a single top-form, so it would be interesting to see if a unique top-form can be deduced by solving the recursion relations in a non-planar sector or incorporating the bonus relations.
• It would be interesting to generalize our worldsheet formulae for 1-loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA to higher loops and legs. Although there is no obstruction to doing this for planar N = 4 SYM using the loop-level BCFW recursion relations, there is not yet a systematic way to do this for N = 8 SUGRA. Furthermore, since the resulting worldsheet formulae are intrinsically four-dimensional, they will give rise to IR divergences when one integrates over the loop momentum, so it would be useful to find a simple prescription for regulating such divergences.
• Since integrability is usually restricted to two-dimensional models, one would expect that reformulating perturbative scattering amplitudes as worldsheet integrals should provide new insight into the origin of such properties in a 4d theory like N = 4 SYM. It would therefore be interesting to investigate how Yangian symmetry is realized for the worldsheet formulae of N = 4 SYM. Moreover, if it is possible to generalize our worldsheet formulae for N = 8 SUGRA to higher loops, it would be interesting to investigate if they provide hints into the origin of unexpected UV cancellations.
• There has recently been a great deal of progress in computing tree-level form factors in N = 4 SYM using on-shell diagrams [40] and 4d ambitwistor string theory [41] [42] [43] [44] , so it would interesting to see if our one-loop worldsheet formula for N = 4 SYM can be generalized to form-factors.
• Ultimately, one would like to derive perturbative loop amplitudes directly from the worldsheet theories for N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA. This may be challenging using the worldsheet models developed so far since the worldsheet theory for N = 4 SYM contains conformal supergravity in its spectrum [45] and the worldsheet theory for N = 8 SUGRA is not critical if one gauges the Virasoro symmetry [15] . Nevertheless, the worldsheet formulae deduced in this paper may provide useful hints.
In summary, we find that on-shell diagrams are intimately related to 4d ambitwistor string theory and that studying the interplay of these two approaches is rather fruitful.
A Algorithm for Computing On-Shell Diagrams
In this section we provide a streamlined version of the algorithm described in [23] for calculating on-shell diagrams in N = 8 SUGRA in terms of Grassmannian integral formulae.
In particular, given a decorated on-shell diagram computed from the recursion relations described in section 2.2:
1. Choose a perfect orientation for the diagram by drawing arrows on each edge such that there are two arrows entering and one arrow leaving every black node, and two arrows leaving and one arrow entering every white node.
2. Label every half-edge with an edge variable α so that there are two variables for each internal edge (one associated with each of the two vertices attached to the edge). Then set one of the two edge variables on each internal edge to unity, and set one of the remaining variables associated with each vertex to unity. There will be 2n − 4 edge variables remaining after this step.
3. To construct the integrand, include a factor of dα/α 2 for each edge variable leaving a white vertex or entering a black vertex and dα/α 3 for each edge variable entering a white vertex or leaving a black vertex.
4. Now include decorations associated with the BCFW bridges and spinor bracket factors associated with the vertices. The spinor brackets at the bridges cancel with the bridge decoration to leave only edge variables. This step can be summarised as:
(a) For each BCFW bridge, look at the sub-diagram formed only by this bridge, its two vertices, and the four legs attached to it.
• If there is only one path through the sub diagram which includes the bridge, assign a factor of the edge variable on the bridge, divided by the two edge variables on the legs which are not on that path. • If there are four possible paths through the sub diagram, divide through by a factor of each of the edge variables on the external legs, and the edge variable on the bridge squared.
If there is no edge variable in any of the locations described above, then this edge variable was set to unity in step 2.
(b) For each remaining black vertex not attached to a bridge, add a factor of ij where i, j are the two edges with ingoing arrows. For each remaining white vertex not associated to a bridge, add a factor of [ij] where i, j are the two edges with outgoing arrows.
5. Now it is necessary to relate all internal spinors to external spinors. This can be done algorithmically by noting that all spinors are related to each other via equations λ i = paths j→i edges in path e α e λ j λ i = paths i→j edges in path e α e λ j .
In practice, one can often obtain simpler expressions using the relations between square and angle brackets at each vertex given in figure 21.
6. Calculate the C-matrix in terms of the coordinates assigned to the diagram, associating each column with an external leg and each row with an ingoing external leg. The element C ij can then be computed by summing over all paths from leg i to leg j taking the product of all the edge variables encountered along the path as in the first line of (50) . Similarly, the C ⊥ matrix can be computed by summing over the reverse paths as in the second line of (50) . After doing so, include the following delta functions in the integrand
7. If the diagram contains closed loops, include a factor of J N −4 , were J is a sum over products of disjoint closed loops [24] :
and f i is minus the product of edge variables around the i'th closed loop. 8. The above procedure gives an expression for the on-shell diagram as a Grassmannian integral in terms of specific coordinates. This can be uplifted to a covariant expression by expressing the rest of the integrand in terms of minors. This results in an SL(k) invariant expression, but the overall GL(1) scaling of the GL(k) gauge freedom will not be correct in general. There will always be one minor which is gauged fixed to be equal to unity, and the correct number of factors of this minor should be included in the integrand to give an overall GL(1) weight of zero to the integrand. Note that d k×n Ω N in (7) has GL(1) weight N − 4. For on-shell diagrams contributing to non-MHV amplitudes, this lift will specify a nontrivial contour in the Grassmannian. Details of this process for 6 point NMHV amplitude are explained in section 4.
B Bonus Relations
In this appendix, we will explain how to incorporate the bonus relations into on-shell diagram recursion for N = 8 SUGRA, focusing on the example of MHV amplitudes for 
The momenta are then shifted asp 1 = p 1 + zq andp n = p n − zq, where q = λ 1λn . For an MHV amplitude, each factorization channel will consist of a 3-point amplitude containing leg n times an (n−1)-point amplitude containing leg 1 and can be labelled by the unshifted external leg appearing on the 3-point amplitude, as depicted in Figure 22 . The value of z corresponding to the ith factorization channel is determined by solving the equation (p n + p i ) 2 = 0 and is given by
For N = 8 SUGRA, the superamplitudes vanish like O (z −2 ) as z → ∞, which implies that the sum over factorization channels weighted by the value z for each channel should vanish. These constraints, known as bonus relations, allow one to express one factorization channel as a sum over the others [46, 47] . In particular for an n-point MHV amplitude BCFW shifted as a described above, we can express the i = 2 channel as a sum over the other n − 3 channels as depicted in Figure 23 . Plugging this into the BCFW recursion relation, one subsequently finds that the amplitude can be expressed as a sum over the channels i ∈ {3, ..., n} each weighted by the factor
Figure 23: The MHV bonus relations in N = 8 SUGRA can be used to eliminate one channel from the recursion in Figure 22 , reducing the number of channels from (n − 2) to (n − 3)
For non-MHV amplitudes, the corresponding factor will be more complicated [48] .
Let us now apply this observation to on-shell diagrams. Recall that an n-point MHV amplitude can be obtained by attaching an (n − 1)-point amplitude to a 3-point vertex and adding a decorated BCFW bridge as depicted in Figure 9 and summing over i ∈ {2, ..., n − 1}. On the other hand, if we multiply this diagram by the factor above, the amplitude can be obtained by summing over i ∈ {3, ..., n − 1}. Hence, one can incorporate the bonus relations into on-shell diagram recursion by using the modified bridge decoration
where the subscript 12n indicates that one must hold legs 1, 2, n fixed when summing over permutations of the external legs to obtain the full amplitude.
We now use the modified bridge decoration proposed above to find a solution to the planar on-shell diagram recursion in the MHV sector. Using the bonus relations, this will yield a decorated planar on-shell diagram from which the full amplitude can be obtained by summing over permutations of the external legs holding three legs fixed. This is reminiscent of the CHY formulation for scattering, where 3 punctures are fixed and there are (n − 3)! solutions to the scattering equations at n points. We define the bonus-simplified planar on-shell diagram with n external legs to be A (0) * n,2 . At n points in the planar MHV sector there is only one BCFW diagram to consider, which is generated from the (n − 1) diagram by adding an inverse soft factor, as depicted in Figure 9 . This gives a simple recursive way to generate all A (0) * n,2 . To be able to calculate the diagrams, we would also like to choose an orientation and labelling which can be extended to higher points in a similar recursive fashion. We start with A (0) * 4,2 as the seed, with the orientation and labelling in figure 24 . To get the n-point diagram, as explained above, we add the appropriate inverse soft factor. The planar BCFW recursion adds this factor onto legs one and two, but in terms of the orientation, to provide an easily extendible diagram where the paths remain mostly unchanged, we can think of "cutting" the diagram to insert the new factor, as shown in Figure 25 . The labelling of the legs then always remains the same such that the top inverse soft factor is always labelled with legs 1, 2 and 3, and the bottom left black vertex is always labelled as leg 4. This allows all calculations of these parts of the diagram to remain almost independent of the newly added leg, which always comes in to the left of leg one. Note that in this process, BCFW recursion is always carried out in the standard way and the diagram itself is never really cut, it is only the unphysical orientation of the diagram which is cut.
Constructing the diagrams in this way allows for a simple recursive calculation of the C matrix, which we will denote as C n at n-points. The 4-point C matrix can be read off as
As the orientation and labelling remain the same on the top inverse soft factor, the first three rows of the C matrix are the same for all n. Now consider C n . Each path from 1 to i, for i ∈ {4, ..., n}, remains the same except for an extra factor of α 2n−5 from the new inverse soft factor. There is now a new path from 3 to i, for i ∈ {4, ..., n} additional to all of the previous paths. The new path is the same as the longest path from 1 to i in the n point diagram, with an extra factor of α 2n−5 α 2n−4 from the new inverse soft factor. Finally, the path from 1 to n is α 2n−5 and from 3 to n is α 2n−5 α 2n−4 . From these rules we can see that C n can be defined recursively from C n−1 as Figure 25 : On-shell diagram showing how 4-point seed amplitude orientation is cut, and an inverse soft factor is inserted for i ∈ {5, ...n}
Let us calculate some useful minors of C n , which will be written (ab) n . Note that for n = 4, we define leg 5 to be leg 1 so for example (45) 4 := (41) 4 = α 4 . We can then calculate (45) n using the recursive definition for C n as follows.
and using the fact that (45) 4 = α 4 , we solve for (45) n by induction. The remaining minors we will need can be read off from the n point C matrix as
Now let us calculate the seed of the recursion A 
where d 2×4 Ω 4 is defined in (7). Since we have computed this using the bonus relations, this is equal to the full 4 point amplitude in N = 8 SUGRA without summing over any permutations, in terms of any two distinct a and b and distinct c and d:
Equation (55) will be used as the base case for the recursion, and can be rearranged using the relations between angle brackets and minors, and identifying 5 with 1 to give the following expression:
[12](35)(14) (13) 2 (34)(45) (24) .
To calculate A (0) * n,2 from A (0) * n−1,2 , first we must simplify the new bridge decoration times the new spinor bracket factors. The previous bridge decoration without the bonus relation simplification was local, in that it only involved the spinors of the two vertices attached to the bridge. This allowed the decoration to be expressed directly in terms of edge variables only. When incorporating the bonus relations we must now relate the bridge to a further leg of the diagram; the extra leg that will remain fixed when we now sum over only (n − 3)! instead of (n − 2)! permutations of the external legs. This results in the bridge factor becoming non-local, and we must calculate the relevant spinor bracket factors associated with the bridge. We use the local rules from the algorithm to simplify some bracket factors, and we find that
γ n δ n n4 δ n 4 γ n n which we calculate in terms of the spinors |γ i and |δ i denoted in Figure 25 . As constructed from the diagram, |γ i = |3 for all i ∈ {5, ..., n}. Following through the paths for |δ i , uplifting to a covariant expression in terms of minors, and simplify using the following relation derived in Appendix C
we obtain the following expression for the bridge factor encoding the bonus relations:
In addition to the bridge factor we gain an extra factor of α 
Solving this simple recursion relation and uplifting to a covariant expression in terms of minors using (54) then gives the final result:
[12] (13)(24)(34)
Note that the factor of α −1 2n−5 was absorbed in changing (45) n−1 to (45) n . The full n-point MHV amplitude in N = 8 SUGRA can be obtained from the above formula by summing over permutations of the legs 1, 5, ..., n, which we have verified numerically up to 10 points. Equation (58) can be easily related to the BGK formula for MHV graviton scattering [29] . Note that as written with the Parke Taylor factor in the denominator it is clear that this formula comes from a planar object, a property which is not obvious from BGK's original form. Our formula is also valid for n = 3, 4 whereas the original BGK formula only holds for n ≥ 5. A similar form was obtained in [49] .
C Relations between spinors and minors
The Grassmannian approach to scattering amplitudes provides a geometrical way to view the λ andλ spinors. For an n-point N k−2 MHV amplitude, the λ spinors can be seen to lie inside k-planes in n dimensions and theλ spinors lie in the orthogonal (n − k)-planes. Representing the k-planes by an k × n matrix C and the (n − k)-planes by an n × (n − k) matrix C ⊥ , this is implied by delta functions in the Grassmannian integral formulae for scattering amplitudes enforcing C ·λ = 0 C ⊥ · λ = 0. We will now show that this gives rise to nontrivial relations between spinor brackets and minors of C and C ⊥ .
Let the rows of the k × n matrix C be denoted C αi , i ∈ {1, ..., n}, α ∈ {1, ..., k}. Then Cramer's rule for the linear dependence of the distinct set of rows from 1 to k + 1 can be written succinctly as follows:
1σk C α1σ (2 σ ...(k + 1) σ ) = 0.
Analogous formulae exist for any distinct set of k + 1 rows. Taking the product of this vector relation with a (k − 1) blade formed of rows of the C matrix generates all possible Plücker identities for Gr(k, n). As an example, consider Gr(3, n). Choose four distinct rows a, b, c and d of C. Then Cramer's rule can be written C αa (bcd) − C αb (cda) + C αc (dab) − C αd (abc) = 0 and taking the product with the (k − 1) blade αβγ C βd C γe gives the Plücker relations (dea)(bcd) − (deb)(cda) + (dec)(dab) = 0
The constraints on C and the λ spinors imply that we can use the GL(k) symmetry to set the first two rows of C equal to λ, i.e. C βi = λ βi , β ∈ {1, 2} and C αi , a ∈ {3, ..., k} are unspecified. Doing so then gives the mixed Cramer's rule: In this Appendix, we will show that (44) is equivalent to the standard expression for the 1-loop 4-point amplitude in N = 4 SYM in terms of a scalar box integral, with the loop momentum given by (38) . Let us assign arrows and edge variables to the on-shell diagram 
where A
4 is the on-shell diagram in Figure 27 , which is simply a tree-level 4-point amplitude with BCFW shifted arguments: 
E 1-Loop Scattering Equations
In section 5, we derived formulas for 1-loop 4-point amplitudes supported on scattering equations refined by MHV degree. In this appendix, we will consider a generalization of these scattering equations for any number of legs and analyze various properties of the solutions to these equations. The generalization can be obtained by applying a forward limit and BCFW shift to the tree-level scattering equations refined by MHV degree described in section 2. where l ∈ {1, ..., k}, r ∈ {k + 1, ..., n}. In particular, setting λ n+1 ,λ n+1 ,η n+1 = −λ 0 ,λ 0 ,η 0 and BCFW shifting legs 1 and n according to λ 1 ,η 1 = λ 1 + αλ n ,η 1 + αη n and λ n = λ n − αλ 1 , we obtain the following 1-loop scattering equations refined by MHV degree: where Φ = 1 − (0 n+1) −1 and the hats act trivially on legs other than 1 and n. These equations arise from computing a 1-loop n-point N k−2 MHV amplitude by plugging a treelevel (n + 2)-point N k−1 MHV amplitude in (2) into the first term of the loop-level BCFW recursion relation depicted in Figure 2 . For n = 4, the second term in the recursion relation does not contribute and the scattering equations above can be mapped into (45) by taking (σ 0 , σ 5 ) → (βσ 0 , γσ 5 ) and λ 0 ,λ 0 → −βλ 0 , γλ 0 , where β and γ satisfy the constraint βγ = 1 + (05) −1 , with (05) defined prior to the transformation. Although the second term in the recursion relation will contribute for n > 4, we will neglect it for simplicity.
For fixed loop momentum, we can treat all the spinors appearing in (65) as external data and solve for the worldsheet coordinates σ α i . Although there are 2n + 4 equations, four of them encode momentum conservation and can be discarded. One can also fix four of the worldsheet coordinates, leaving 2n equations for 2n unknowns. This can be achieved fixing σ α i for two particles of the same helicity, and discarding the scattering equations for two (possibly different) particles of the same helicity.
We will now derive a formula for the number of solutions to (65). First recall that the number of solutions to the tree level N k−2 MHV equations at n points are given by the Eulerian numbers, [16, 50, 51] E Now consider adding two extra particles and taking a forward limit. We must assign helicities to the two new particles, which can be done in three distinct ways. If both particles are in the left set, then after taking the forward limit the scattering equations become degenerate and correspond to the tree level equations with n + 1 particles in total and k + 1 particles in the left set, giving n−2 k−1 solutions which sum over k to (n − 2)!. All of these solutions are singular in the sense that σ α 0 and σ α n+1 degenerate to the same point on the Riemann sphere. Following through the same analysis for both particles in the right set we find n−2 k−2 solutions which again are all singular and sum over k to (n − 2)!. Hence, if we take the two particles to have opposite helicity, as we did to obtain the 1-loop scattering equations in (65), the number of solutions is given by which we have verified numerically up to 7 points and enumerate in figure 29 . As we have considered all of the 2(n − 1)! singular solutions found in general dimensions [52] , we conclude that (65) must produce only regular solutions, which we have also verified numerically up to 7 points. Summing E (1) n,k over k then gives (n − 1)! − 2(n − 2)! solutions, in agreement with the number of regular solutions to the 1-loop scattering equations in general dimensions. For supersymmetric theories, singular solutions do not contribute to the calculation of the amplitude [52] , and we need consider only the equations in (65). 
